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JIM BOCCHER: I think the big takeaway for folks out there is that there's not an area of the 
country that's immune to these regional weather events. And because they're the most 
challenging to plan for, I think that's where you got to start with, right?  

[INTENSE MUSIC]  
 
SPEAKER 1: Welcome to Risk Conversations, a senior living podcast. Your host, Tara Clayton, 
is a consultant with Willis Tower Watson Senior Living Center of Excellence. She gained many 
insights from her prior experience as a litigator and in-house counsel. While no longer providing 
legal advice, she now offers clients strategic and useful risk management advice. Tara talks to 
industry partners about the challenges they face and the solutions they seek as part of our mission 
of helping seniors thrive. 
 
[INTENSE MUSIC]  

TARA CLAYTON: Hello everyone, and welcome back to Risk Conversations. I'm your host, 
Tara Clayton. And in today's episode, we are going to discuss an important topic that senior 
living operators need to be prepared for throughout the year, and that is the area of emergency 
preparedness. And there's been an increasing focus in this area due to climate change, but we've 
also, as we've seen with COVID-19 and other areas, it has impacted how senior living operators 
need to plan for their emergency response.  

To help lead us in this discussion, I'd like to introduce today's industry expert, Jim Boccher, who 
is the president of Commercial Restoration at ServiceMaster Brands. Hi, Jim, welcome to the 
show.  

JIM BOCCHER: Hi, Tara, thanks for having me.  

TARA CLAYTON: Yeah, thanks for joining, Jim. So, Jim, you have over a decade of 
commercial restoration experience and knowledge working with cat events. And with that 
experience, you lead the strategic direction of ServiceMaster Recovery Management, SRM, 
which is part of the broader ServiceMaster Brands.  



SRM is the commercial large loss division that services national clients by offering pre-disaster 
planning and recovery properties after a loss. But Jim, can you take a few moments and share 
with us directly how SRM and ServiceMaster Brands, how you guys are engaged with the senior 
living industry and the area of emergency preparedness.  

JIM BOCCHER: Yeah, you bet, Tara. So we really like to get to know our clients on the front 
end, understand what their needs are, maybe if they've had issues or challenges in the past as it 
pertains to property loss or regional weather events that they might have experienced. We then 
build out a plan catered towards those needs.  

And in the event, obviously, that, unfortunately, they suffer a loss, whether that be a man-made 
loss as a pipe break or a fire, or something that we're seeing a lot more frequently today, which 
are adverse weather events, such as hurricanes, wildfires, or more recently, as we've seen, a polar 
vortex in Texas, we also plan around those kind of challenging situations as well. But regardless 
of the event, the goal is the same at the end of the day, which is to restore peace of mind and to 
get folks' lives back to normal as soon as possible.  

TARA CLAYTON: Awesome. Thanks, Jim. Well, we know that April showers brings May 
flowers, but May also kicks off hurricane season. And so, I thought now is a great time to sit 
down with you, obviously with your level of expertise, and talk about emergency disasters in 
general. You mentioned a couple, hurricanes, even a recent polar vortex.  

And so, I'd like to kind of get a discussion going with you about the ways that senior living 
operators need to think through what exposures are out there and how can they really start 
planning to help mitigate against those disasters. So, kind of knowing what you've seen in the 
space and the impact you've seen on the commercial property line in senior living, I guess kind 
of walk me through what trends are you seeing. I mentioned climate change has been impacting 
the space. What are you seeing specifically in senior living?  

JIM BOCCHER: And I think you're starting from the right point there, which is we always tell 
our clients, it's the old adage, right? Prepare for the worst. And we want to prepare from a 
disaster planning, emergency planning standpoint for regional events where demand for our 
services is at its highest, because that's going to be the most challenging event to plan for. And 
while we're talking about hurricanes now as we're entering into hurricane season, what we've 
really seen, I think, with climate change is that there's no area of the country that's immune to 
catastrophic weather events, right?  



And as we spoke about with hurricanes, we're seeing wildfires that are more frequent and more 
severe. We're seeing flooding, 100-year floods, that are happening now every other year. We're 
seeing, obviously, tornadoes. And then polar vortexes, when you're seeing that getting as far 
down south into Texas, I think the big takeaway for folks out there is that there's not an area of 
the country that's immune to these regional weather events.  

And because they're the most challenging to plan for, I think that's where you get to start with, 
right? You start with, what is it going to take to be able to recover, minimize business and life 
interruption following an event and get back to normal as soon as possible? And then you can 
back your plan off of that down to things that your own facility maintenance team might be able 
to handle. But you don't want to start there and then work your way up. You want to start 
yourself from what's the most challenging event to plan for, and then you can kind of back 
yourself down accordingly.  

TARA CLAYTON: Got it. So are there some different tools that you've seen utilized in this 
space, or even tools that, ServiceMaster Brands, that you guys utilize with clients to kind of help 
begin that journey of identifying the target exposures and kind of working through the flowchart 
of how do we get prepared now before the event happens?  

JIM BOCCHER: Yeah, I mean, so everything that we try and do is taking a proactive approach 
to disaster planning, right? We don't want to wait for something bad to happen and then figure 
out what do we do next. So, I think the first thing that we like to do is sit down with clients and 
go through tabletop exercises.  

And those tabletop exercises entail getting all of the team members, both internal and external, 
together and identifying what everybody's role is going to be in a catastrophic event, right? And 
so, there are some roles that folks play on a day to day basis that when disaster strikes, they may 
have to put on a different hat. And so, I think it's really important to understand internally first 
for our clients, what are their capabilities, what are their resources, and who's responsible for 
what?  

And then from there, you start to fill in the gap with your external partners. So, what role would 
your external vendors play in such an event? And so, we start working that through before you're 
three feet deep in water, if you will, right? When we can work through that exercise with a sound 
mind and a clear head, and we're not under the stress of that kind of event, we find that when we 



do that and you take that proactive approach, that when something unfortunate occurs, we're in a 
much better position to recover more quickly and efficiently.  

There's other things, Tara, too that we work with our clients on. Whereas everybody wants to get 
the latest information on when potentially they could be impacted by an adverse weather event, 
right? So, we provide our clients now today with a mobile app, because that's now how 
everybody gets their information is on their mobile device. Used to be where emergency 
planning guides were put together in a binder.  

And I had a slide of one of those binders being on a bookshelf that the water line was about two 
feet above where the emergency planning guidance, and that's not going to help anybody, right? 
Or disasters typically don't strike at noon on Wednesday, right? So, when things happen, where 
are all your emergency contact information? And for everybody today, that's going to be on their 
mobile device, right?  

So whether they're in risk or whether they're in facilities or operations within the senior living 
community, all of those team members, if they have their plan and their emergency contacts at 
their fingertips on their mobile device, they're going to be that much more prepared to enact a 
plan if need be. And as I mentioned, we then kind of share through that app advance weather 
notifications to let our clients know that we're watching what's going on out there and we've got 
their back if need be.  

TARA CLAYTON: Great. You mentioned the team members, and especially for the operator, 
the importance of the internal team members and figuring out what capabilities they have 
internally before then supplementing that team with the external resources. From a community 
perspective, who generally do you guys recommend make up that team? And what I mean is, its 
community level only, or is there usually a command center / corporate group and getting their 
buy-in and engagement during that early process?  

JIM BOCCHER: Yeah, that's a great question. And I think it really has to start at the national or 
at the corporate level, and then work its way down. And in doing so, you're able to have 
consistency in terms of how you respond, regardless of where the locations of your communities 
could be, right? So, you don't want to have necessarily a different way of doing things for an 
adverse weather event in Florida as opposed to something in California, right?  



So, I think it needs to start at the top. And when I'm talking about at the top, I think it's really 
imperative that you're going to have your leaders for risk management involved, because those 
are the folks, not only are they concerned about mitigating risk and liabilities for your 
communities, but they're also going to be engaged on the insurance level, right? And when we're 
talking about large property claims, there's going to be a level by which the insurance carrier or 
carriers are going to be involved in that process as well, right? So, it's imperative that they have a 
really key seat at the table.  

And then I would put right next to them your facilities folks, right? So, who is overseeing 
facilities on a national basis or regional basis for your communities? And those folks need to be 
at the same page, because I think a lot of times the facilities folks sometimes may think about 
things in terms of CapEx type projects, whereas you have weeks or months to prepare. Well, 
when a hurricane hits, you might have five days to prepare, a tornado hits, you may not have but 
a few hours. And so how you make decisions and what those folks’ roles are, it's going to be 
different when you get into emergency response. And so those are the two, I would say, divisions 
within the senior living organizations that really need to be at the table in their respective teams 
as well.  

TARA CLAYTON: Got it. You mentioned these tabletop exercises. Can you kind of give me an 
example of how one of those tabletop exercises would play out. Walk me through an example 
maybe with the hurricane season.  

JIM BOCCHER: You bet. And hurricanes are probably the easiest, if you will, because you're 
going to have the most advanced notification of that type of event that you might otherwise have 
or for other weather-related events. What we like to do in those exercises, first off, is map out a 
schedule of our clients' locations, okay, so where are your properties located? Which ones are 
close to the coast? Which ones are inland, et cetera?  

And then what we walk through is just different scenarios. We'll take a prior hurricane. So if 
we're, again, we're talking about Florida, we can look at Michael, if you will, come in through 
the panhandle, or take a look at some of the other hurricanes like Irma that came through Naples, 
and path those out versus what the client's locations are. And what we'll do is we'll kind of walk 
ourselves in from the cone, if you will, from the five-day point in.  

OK, we're five days out. We're anticipating this is a potential area. What are the things that we 
need to be discussing right now? What kind of actions can we take right now that will help 



mitigate damage in the event it stays on its projected path? So, some of those things that we 
would talk about would be emergency power, for example. Now a lot of those things, when you 
start to talk about the state of Florida, there's already requirements in terms of emergency power 
and backup fuel as it pertains to the senior living community.  

So, a lot of those things should already be in place. But, if you're getting supplemental 
emergency power, supplemental fuel, where are those resources coming from? Are you going to 
be evacuating communities? If so, where are those evacuated residents going to, and what's that 
process going to look like?  

We haven't got into COVID yet, but how does COVID affect the evacuating process, right? 
Those are some things that we need to be having the conversations with before the five-day cone, 
but those are the things we're going to start making decisions on once you get into five days, four 
days, three days, right?  

And then, obviously, from our standpoint as a recovery partner, a lot of the times we're going to 
be the first ones on site. If a property or community has been evacuated, we'll be the first ones on 
site to assess damage. So, we start walking through. If we're on site and we're performing 
damage assessment, what's that communication process look like? So, who are we 
communicating that information back to, so that we can then initiate whatever sort of mitigation 
would need to take place at that particular facility?  

TARA CLAYTON: I want to definitely get into how COVID has changed how we need to think 
through this response in emergency situations. But I want to follow through with this thought I 
just had with the last comment you mentioned about being on site quickly to help assess damage. 
Why is it so important that you guys are getting there so quickly to assess the damage, possibly 
mitigate against some of the damage, and how does that connect to the insurance recovery piece?  

JIM BOCCHER: Another great question, Tara. So, I think start off from the standpoint of your 
external recovery partner. And, while we all like to use local in everything we do now in life-- I 
like to shop local, we like to eat local, we like to use our local providers-- when you're talking 
about regional weather events, such as a hurricane, it's really important to know that the first 
resources to be depleted are local ones.  

The folks that you may use on a day-to-day basis for simple repairs around your facility, they 
could be impacted as well, right? Their homes could be impacted, their business could be 



impacted, plus they're going to be overwhelmed with the sheer number of jobs that they may 
need to service. So, what we like to do, and I think a question that all folks should ask is, what 
kind of reach back capabilities does my recovery partner have? And what does that mean when a 
regional weather event hits?  

So, I'll give you an example even though we're talking about a hurricane, in Texas, with the polar 
vortex, we're able to actually bring in our team members from as far out as Seattle, San 
Francisco, Southern California, Boston, bring those resources into bear because all of the 
resources in the Dallas and Houston area, they were already overwhelmed. And without having 
those resources to bring to bear, we weren't going to be able to provide priority service to our 
clients.  

But what do we do once we're there, which was what your original question is? Once you bring 
those teams in, we establish areas where we're able to safely put our equipment and resources, so 
that it's not in the line of the hurricane's path. But then we'll also be able to put out recon teams, 
if you will. And their job is that once the storm is passed and we can safely get access to the 
facilities, we're going to start to conduct the post-storm damage assessment. That'll include drone 
flyovers to see roof damage; it will include, potentially, moisture mapping as you're looking for 
water intrusion.  

And why that's so important, it's not only the initial damage that a storm can do. But if you think 
about a storm knocking out power and you think about hot, humid conditions, and you think 
about a lot of water intrusion, if you don't mitigate that properly from the onset, you're 
potentially dealing with environmental issues on the back end, which are much more costly and 
present a whole new level of risk and liability than had you treated that facility properly the first 
time.  

So, getting on site, getting that assessment done, that'll enable us to make decisions. OK, did we 
lose power? Is our emergency power backup system working? Do we need to supplement that? 
What do we need to do to control the climate in the facility, because we want to get the humidity 
down? We want to make sure the temperature doesn't spike. That'll keep moisture down. That'll 
keep secondary damages from occurring.  

And that's extremely important on the insurance side, because your insurance adjuster, the 
adjuster that will be assigned from the insurance carrier, they're typically not going to get on site 
for five, seven days, or even longer. And it's those actions that you take in the first few days after 



an event that's going to determine the size or severity of that loss. And they're going to want to 
know, why didn't you do this, or why didn't you do that?  

And it's really important to have a provider that not only knows what to do and communicates 
that in real time with the client, but documents all of that. Because if you don't document it 
properly, why you did what you did, which including in that could be getting moisture mapping 
and moisture readings, so that you're mitigating that damage, the insurance provider is going to 
say, well, we're not going to pay for that because we didn't think that was warranted. Well, if you 
have the documentation as to why you did it, that's going to help on the back end with the claims 
process as well.  

TARA CLAYTON: That makes complete sense, yeah. The other thing I thought about to do with 
the mitigation of the exposure, not even just on the insurance side, but the goal, obviously is, in 
those kind of situations either residents have been relocated to different parts of the unit if there 
wasn't a complete evacuation, or there's been a complete evacuation and we need to get those 
residents back into their home as quick as possible. So, those early actions, it sounds like, are 
pretty-- they are key, I think, in enabling that end recovery processes as quickly as possible.  

So that, I guess, brings me back, Jim, to a point that you had made earlier during hurricanes. And 
I know I went through this when I worked in-house with an operator. We went through a couple 
of really bad hurricanes in Florida and had to do some evacuations. And knowing, I think, to 
your point of really all the things you need to have lined up, prepared in advance, including 
transportation because those things go very quickly. And, what if cell phone lines go out, how 
are you going to communicate? Having all of that.  

But, now we're in a COVID world, right? And so, I've got to imagine there is some impact on not 
even just evacuations, but how we are thinking through now to be prepared for this hurricane 
season and these other disasters that are coming up. So, can you kind of talk through with me 
how you guys have changed these tabletop exercises or even checklist and guidelines that you're 
working with clients to be prepared for a COVID-19 emergency disaster.  

JIM BOCCHER: Yeah, absolutely. And you think about, as a senior living provider, you can 
have a great plan for how you're keeping your employees and your residents safe. But any time 
that you're bringing an outside vendor in, what is that outside vendor doing to do the same? 
Because they're not only putting their employees at risk, but potentially yours and your residents, 
right?  



So, I think it's really important that now that's incorporated into the whole planning process is 
what sort of on-site safety protocols are your vendors implementing, right? Are there folks 
getting tested? Is their daily temperature checks being done? Are there vaccination records of the 
employees that are coming on? How are they exercising social distancing and proper utilization 
of face wear when they're working in the facility? What are we doing to keep the residents and 
the employees, if they haven't evacuated, safely away from others and having unnecessary 
interactions take place?  

So, those are all things that are being considered. But, also being done not only in a hurricane 
type scenario, and I think this is a point that's important too, I think it's really important to work 
with your vendors not only when you're preparing for the big stuff, but if you can build up a 
relationship and a rapport when you work with them just on the day-to-day type stuff you have, 
you'll work through a lot of these challenges. So, there will be processes and protocols that 
you're familiar with because your vendors have been doing this in non-weather-related type 
events. And I think that's important to note.  

We started off by saying, you got a plan for the worst, right? But in our business, we define 
disaster-- or the Red Cross actually defines disaster as anything that the community themselves 
cannot handle with their own resources. So, anything beyond that is a disaster. And 80% of the 
work that we do is non-weather related. So that just tells you there's a lot more disasters, if you 
will, out there that are not what we think of just as named storms. And, those are great 
opportunities to work through with your vendors in smaller environments where the loss may not 
be as large or complex, all of those little processes and procedures to ensure everybody's health 
and well-being.  

TARA CLAYTON: So, it sounds like 80% is dealing with the non what we think of typically if 
someone were to say a disaster. What are some examples of where you guys really do spend 
most of your time in the senior living space?  

JIM BOCCHER: Yeah, and it's anything where you can think about where there's a lot of people 
and there's a lot of plumbing, then a lot of things can go wrong, right? And that could be 
something as simple as you've got a supply line to a toilet on the seventh floor that broke loose 
and it was a vacated unit, right? And you didn't notice about it until it poured down all the way to 
the bottom floor. We get involved with those sorts of things. Kitchen fires, we get involved with 
those sorts of things.  



And in our industry, there's stuff always off the wall, right? Somebody hits their gas instead of 
their brake and puts a car in the lobby of a facility. We deal with that too, right? So, anything and 
everything that you can think that people can do, they do. That was the one segment during 
COVID when you think about from all the commercial clients we service, that was still things 
going on because people were still there, and people were still working.  

And a lot of the other business segments where people weren't going back to work, you're seeing 
a lot of that stuff drop off because people weren't there to create the accidents, which created the 
property loss, right? So yeah, it could be anything and everything in between on that end. And 
then, of course, we do provide COVID disinfecting cleanings as well. So that's a big component 
of what we do and something that we were providing as it pertains to health care level cleanings 
and services prior to COVID. But, that's something that we do as well.  

TARA CLAYTON: Well, and that makes me actually think of something else, too, then, because 
we were talking about evacuations. And I think you made a really good point about the 
importance of knowing who the vendors are that you're working with. I mean, even outside of 
COVID, I think that's important, but especially with COVID prevention and protocols in place. 
And I think it's important for a vendor to know who you are as a community, because I think that 
just heightens their ability to help you in an emergency situation.  

But you mentioned about the testing process of the vendor and vaccination of employees, but 
now you just mentioned the COVID disinfecting and cleaning that you guys offer as well. And 
that gets me wondering about, when I think of evacuations, I'm always thinking of these - the 
pictures that we see of the buses of residents being transported to hotels or wherever we're able 
to find housing during the disaster situation. So, do you guys participate in disinfecting of buses 
and things like that? I guess kind of talk a little bit more about that piece of it.  

JIM BOCCHER: We do. And that's all part of the preparedness planning, right? So, as we're 
walking through those tabletop exercises and understanding with that client, at what point do you 
make the call that you're going to evacuate the community, right? And, so how much lead time 
does that give us to be able to get the appropriate crews and resources in place?  

So that as we're working on that evacuation schedule, every time the vehicle shows up, we're 
able to perform that process, which may take an hour depending on the size of the bus, and then 
enable the next group of residents to board the bus, so that they can go to wherever they're 
evacuating to, right? But that's all part of the process, making sure we have a crew that's there 



during the evacuation process to work with the transportation provider to ensure we're providing 
those services to keep the residents healthy throughout that process as well.  

TARA CLAYTON: Great. What I'm hearing-- the big takeaway for me, Jim, is the importance of 
being prepared well in advance is critical. And, it sounds like COVID-19 has even expanded that 
lead in time that we need in order to make sure that in certain emergency situations we have 
enough time to be ready to respond.  

JIM BOCCHER: And I think COVID, too, has really just highlighted those firms or resources, if 
you will, that were already ahead of the curve as it pertains to making sure that we're keeping 
folks safe, right? There are certain EPA guidelines that dictate some of the services that we 
provide. For example, if you're removing drywall from a facility, was there asbestos testing 
done? You can't just go into these facilities, as some contractors may, and start cutting and 
ripping things out.  

So, there's federal guidelines, there's state, there's local guidelines. So, those vendors that really 
have an understanding of what those guidelines are and what it means to keep their employees 
safe and others safe, are going to be the best equipped once you moved into a COVID 
environment too. So, I kind of see it as an extension of that as well.  

TARA CLAYTON: Yeah, and that makes sense. And I think to your point, too, about the 
insurance recovery, the importance of having vendors who understand our space and what the 
questions are they're going to be asked to help minimize and maximize the recovery on the 
insurance side, I think, is pretty key too.  

JIM BOCCHER: Absolutely.  

TARA CLAYTON: Well, Jim, I like to close each episode that I do here on the podcast 
highlighting really how impactful, to me, senior living is on really any of us that are lucky 
enough to get to engage with our caregivers and our residents in our communities. So, I'd like to 
ask you now, can you share with our listeners an example of how working in the senior living 
industry has impacted you?  

JIM BOCCHER: Yeah, absolutely. And I think all of us have family, loved ones, or members, or 
residents in senior living communities across the country, right? And so, to me, it's hard to pick 
just one instance. But, for us, I think about what we do is we're taking care of folks when they're 



at their most vulnerable. And that's what folks within the senior living community are doing. 
They're taking care of our greatest generation on a daily basis.  

And when we get involved, we're getting involved when there's a traumatic event. I think back to 
there was a Hurricane Florence in North Carolina. We had two memory care facilities where 
folks had to be evacuated. And we all know the impact that folks being out of familiar 
surroundings for an extended period of time is detrimental to them. And so, I think our folks, our 
team members, we understand that. We've got friends, family, loved ones that are residents in 
senior living communities.  

And, so we treat our job not just as a job, but as though we're doing that for our own loved ones 
and family members as well. So, knowing that you can make an impact and help those that 
really, as I say again, are our greatest generation makes you feel good about what you do. So, I 
greatly value and respect the work that all of our clients do within the senior living community in 
terms of taking care of our most vulnerable. And anything we can do to assist or help or support, 
we're honored to be able to do that.  

TARA CLAYTON: Thanks, Jim, it's very well said. Well, Jim, this has been a very insightful 
and timely conversation. So, thank you so much for joining me on the episode today and sharing 
this information.  

JIM BOCCHER: Thank you, Tara. I had a lot of fun today too.  

TARA CLAYTON: You can find more about the emergency preparedness services, as well as 
additional resources and services offered by ServiceMaster Brands, at www.SRMcat.com. While 
we discussed we are in the beginning of hurricane season, we also identified a host of other 
emergency events that can happen at any time. So, this is obviously an area that all senior living 
operators need to be on top of.  

Listeners can find more guidance on this topic at our resources page at www.willistowers 
watson.com/seniorliving. There you can also find a link to the May 2021 emergency 
preparedness webinar hosted by my Willis Towers Watson colleagues, Mike DiModica and 
Rhonda DeMeno, as well as SRM, for a deeper discussion in all key aspects of emergency 
preparedness and how to conduct staff training in our current COVID-19 environment.  

I hope you found today's episode to be as informative as I did. And don't forget, you can also 
find us on your favorite podcast platforms, including Apple, Spotify, and Stitcher. And be sure to 



hit subscribe so you don't miss any of our future episodes. Thank you for joining the discussion 
today, and I hope you'll tune in again for our next Risk Conversation.  

[INTENSE MUSIC] 

SPEAKER 1: Thank you for joining us for this Willis Towers Watson podcast featuring the 
latest thinking on the intersection of people, capital, and risk. For more information, visit the 
Insights section of willistowerswatson.com. 
 
[INTENSE MUSIC] 


